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In January 2012 Hungarian libraries may start to 
use the results of a long-awaited, large-scale de-
velopment effort when opening the new service 
interface of the National Document Supply System 
for the public. This totally transformed service sys-
tem relies on the joint MOKKA-ODR (the national 
shared catalogue, MOKKA and the national docu-
ment supply system, ODR resp.) database which 
has also undergone considerable modernisation. 
Using EU funds, within the framework of two paral-
lel running projects, all the modules of the docu-
ment supply process have been re-designed: from 
receiving and processing records through manag-
ing searches to the central administration of interli-
brary lending. The system is capable of replacing 
the previously used local software support of the 
processes of interlending in Hungarian libraries, as 
it provides a central solution for collection man-
agement, for implementing a multi-level service 
policy, for administering requests and for transfer-

ring documents. All required information is col-
lected at one point, on the input side of the shared 
catalogue: bibliographic and location data as well 
as data on copies. MOKKA’s catalogue search 
interface and record provision service as well as 
related location information are accessible at the 
www.mokka.hu portal, while the national document 
supply service, handling requests, is to be found at 
the web address www.odrportal.hu. 
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Technology is increasingly becoming an essential 
part of education, therefore the development of e-
learning environments is going to be of strategic 
importance for learning and teaching in the 21st 
century. In Hungary we often find that ICT tools are 
available, but they are often underutilized, the rea-
son being either the lack of methodological culture 
or uncertainty towards either methods and tech-
nology. The article presents some existing tools 
and implemented ICT projects which may be an 
incentive for teachers to use existing assets more 
efficiently. 
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